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We explored the relationship between phase transformation and magnetoelectric effect by

depositing epitaxial CoFe2O4 films on h110i oriented Pb(Mg,Nb)O3-PbTiO3 (PMN-PT) with three

different PbTiO3 contents (PMN-28PT, PMN-29.5PT, and PMN-30PT). Electric-field controlled

rhombohedral to orthorhombic phase transformation was confirmed by both piezoelectric and

dielectric constant measurements. A giant in-plane (IP) uniaxial strain in CoFe2O4 film was

induced due to dramatic lattice parameter change trigged by phase transition. Magnetic easy axis

can be rotated from IPh110i to IPh001i. More importantly, the phase transformation could be either

reversible or irreversible, resulting in either volatile or nonvolatile magnetic easy axis rotations.
VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4823539]

Tuning of magnetic anisotropy in ferromagnetic (FM)

thin films by an electric-field induced strain in ferroelectric

(FE) substrates is a converse magnetoelectric (ME) effect.

This effect could be of significant importance due to potential

applications in electric-write magnetic memories and electric-

field-tunable microwave devices.1–3 Strong coupling between

ferroelectric and ferromagnetic phases can be achieved across

their inter-phase interfaces through elastic strain mediation in

composite ME structures, if a ferroelectric phase with a high

electromechanical coupling coefficient and a ferromagnetic

phase with a high magnetomechanical coupling coefficient are

brought together in composite form.4–7 A phenomenological

approach has previously been used to calculate strain-induced

magnetic easy-axis reorientation in various ferromagnetic

thin films under electric-fields applied along different

directions.8–10 These studies have predicted the possible exis-

tence of a strain-mediated ME random access memory with

ultra-high storage capacity, which has stimulated extensive

investigations on the growth of epitaxial ferromagnetic thin

films on ferroelectric substrates.11–16

However, electric-field induced strain in ferroelectric

materials is a complex phenomena, where electric polarization

rotation and reorientation coexist, and where linear piezoelec-

tric strains are tenable only for modest electric-field

ranges.17,18 Non-180� domain reorientation and polarization

rotation (i.e., monoclinic phase transitions) under electric field

can trigger a step change of the crystal lattice parameters, and

thus a large strain. Moreover, in consideration that strain is a

tensor property, the question of how effective strain transfers

between substrate and film must be kept in mind: this is

because across the two dimensional interface between film

and substrate, in-plane strain can be transferred, but not

the out-of-plane component. Previously, h110i oriented

(1� x)Pb(Mg,Nb)O3-xPbTiO3 (PMN-PT) crystals with large

transverse piezoelectric (d31) coefficients with FM thin films

deposited on top have been shown to have significantly larger

converse ME effects than h001i oriented ones with a larger

longitudinal piezoelectric (d33) coefficient when an electric-

field is applied across the FM/FE heterostructure.19,20 A few

previous studies about ME effects in FM/FE heterostructures

have considered PMN-PT substrates, but only as a linear pie-

zoelectric strain source. However, another important property

of h110i oriented PMN-PT crystals is the coexistence of both

volatile and nonvolatile strains induced by electrically con-

trolled phase transformations.

Here, we report the epitaxial growth of Mn-doped

CoFe2O4 (MCFO) thin films on h110i oriented PMN-PT

single crystals with different PbTiO3 contents, and thus the

particular case of substrates with different phase transition

sequences. A systematic study of the reversible and irreversible

electric-field induced strain effects on the tunable magnetic

response of ferromagnetic thin films was then performed.

Epitaxial MCFO thin films with a thickness of �200 nm

were deposited on h110i oriented PMN-PT substrates with a

dimension of 5� 5� 0.5 mm3 by pulsed laser deposition.

Piezoelectric coefficients were measured using a Sinocera

d33 METER (S5865). The M-H loops were measured using a

Lakeshore vibrating sample magnetometer (7300) at room

temperature.

Mn (20 at. %) doped CFO with a large saturation mag-

netization and high permeability was selected as the ferro-

magnetic phase due to its larger magnetic permeability.7,21,22

PMN-PT single crystals were selected as the ferroelectric

substrate due to ultrahigh electromechanical properties in the

vicinity of the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) owning

to polarization rotation within a flat free energy profile.23,24

Moreover, PMN-PT has a moderate lattice mismatch with

ferromagnetic ferrites.12

In the (1� x)PMN-xPT solid solution, a spectrum of

structures with different spontaneous polarization (Ps) direc-

tions can be “tuned” by PbTiO3 content.25 In addition,

induced phase transformations and polarization direction rota-

tions are well known to be induced by external electric fields,

resulting in significant changes in the unit cell parameters.18

Furthermore, the electrically induced strain due to polarization

rotation can be volatile or nonvolatile as the intermediate M

and orthorhombic (O) phases have different stabilities on re-

moval of E for crystals with different compositions.17 In the

volatile case, the polar domains rotate back to their initial

direction and recover their original state after removal of E;a)E-mail: zgwang@vt.edu
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whereas in the nonvolatile one, the induced strain state is met-

astable and an energy barrier impedes the recovery of the orig-

inal polarization direction on removal of E.

Figure 1 shows the evolution of the polarization direc-

tion with a field applied along h110i in the R phase PMN-PT

substrate along out-of-plane (OP). Initially, there are eight

possible polarization directions along the four body diago-

nals in the pseudo-cubic crystal cell. Next, an electric-field

(Eup) along OPh110i can degenerate these eight possible

polarization directions into two acclivous ones with an

inclined angle of �35� from the poling field (Fig. 1(b)). As

Eup is increased, the two possible acclivous polarization ori-

entations tilt further towards the direction of Eup, resulting in

a mono-domain O phase, as shown in Fig. 1(c). Upon re-

moval of Eup two situations may occur: (i) a metastable

mono-domain O phase might remain with polarization along

h110i; (ii) the polarization can rotate back to the h111i direc-

tions and recover the original R phase condition, as shown in

Figs. 1(d) and 1(e). In the present investigation, PMN-PT

substrates with three different PT contents of 28 at. %,

29.5 at. %, and 30 at. % (denoted as PMN-28PT, PMN-

29.5PT, and PMN-30PT) were selected, which possessed

varying degrees of volatile and nonvolatile strains.

Figure 1(f) shows the phase diagram of PMN-xPT under

different electric fields of �2�E� 10 kV/cm. PMN-28PT

remained within the R-phase stability range, possessing a lin-

ear strain-E relationship.26 PMN-29.5PT exhibited a R!O

transform at E1 as the electric-field was increased, but recov-

ered the original R-phase at E2 as the electric-field was

subsequently decreased (0�E2�E1).27 PMN-30PT trans-

formed from R!O phases at E3 as the field was increased,

and then recovered the original R phase at E4 as a field of op-

posite sign was applied. (E4� 0�E3).28 The relationship

between the four threshold electric-fields (E1 to E4) was

determined by dielectric constant measurement as a function

of temperature in both heating and cooling process for the

poled samples, where the dielectric constant flex points indi-

cating ferroelectric phase transformations (see Figure S1).29

To further confirm the phase stability of the PMN-PT crystals

under different electric-fields, we measured the piezoelectric

coefficient of each sample after poling under different

electric-fields, as shown in Fig. 1(g). PMN-28PT and PMN-

29.5PT exhibited a monotonically increasing value of d33

with step jumps near 1.2 and 1.5 kV/cm, respectively.

However, the piezoelectric coefficient of PMN-30PT first

experienced a rapid increasing range for 1.1�E � 1.8 kV/cm

(d33¼ 1550 pC/N @1.8 kV/cm), and then a rapid decreasing

one for 2�E� 2.5 kV/cm. A low value of d33� 200 pC/N

was found for E¼ 2.5 kV/cm. The low value of d33 as the

poling field was increased can be only attributed to the forma-

tion and stabilization of a mono-domain O phase.30

Figure 2 shows the magnetization hysteresis loops

(M-H) for an epitaxial MCFO thin film grown on PMN-

28PT. As the electric field increased, the polarization orien-

tation was tilted towards OP, resulting in a compressive

strain along IPh001i and a tensile one along IPh110i.
Figs. 2(a)–2(c) show variations in the M-H loops for data

taken along IPh001i, IPh110i, and OPh110i, respectively.

The MCFO layer has a negative magnetostriction along both

h100i and h110i,9 thus a switching of the magnetic domains

along IPh001i will become increasingly difficult with

increasing E due to a compressive strain. This will result in

an increased remnant magnetization (Mr). On the contrary,

along the IPh110i and OPh110i, magnetic domain switching

should become “softer” due to a tensile strain, resulting in a

decreased Mr. Fig. 2(d) shows the Mr/Ms ratio (RM) as a

function of E applied along three directions. Initially,

IPh110i was the easy axis with RM� 3.9, whereas the

IPh001i was the harder axis with RM� 2.6. However, as the

E applied out-of-plane was increased, a large anisotropic

strain was induced in the MCFO film by the PMN-PT sub-

strate. This resulted in a change in the magnetic response:

FIG. 1. Schematic illustrations of polarization rotation of h110i oriented PMN-PT under different electric-field. (a) Projection of intrinsic eight possible P
directions seen from IPh110i direction. (b) Two possible P directions degenerated by an upward electric field (Eup). (c) Further tilting of P directions towards

the electric-field direction under an increasing electric field (Eupþ) and formation of a mono-domain O-phase. (d) and (e) Two possible remaining ferroelectric

domain configurations after removal of external electric-field. (f) Phase diagram of PMN-xPT at different electric-field. (g) Piezoelectric coefficient of

PMN-PT crystals after different electric-field poling.
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the IPh001i direction became the magnetic easy axis due to

the compressive strain for E> 4 kV/cm. The OP h110i direc-

tion was consistently the hard axis due to the magnetic shape

anisotropy. Note the linearity of the relationship between RM

and E along all the three orientations: RM-iph110i ¼ 3.9

� 0.014�E, RM-iph100i ¼ 2.6þ 0.014�E, and RM-oph110i
¼ 1.15� 0.001�E. The magnetic strain anisotropy energy

can thus be estimated to be linear with E since the R-phase is

more stable in PMN-28PT.30–34 However, the specific rela-

tionship between RM and Ustrain is difficult to deduce, and

first principle calculations or micro-magnetic simulations

are needed to develop a more detailed understanding.

Interestingly, a similar linear relationship has previously

been reported in Ni/PMN-PT heterostructures;11 therefore, it

is reasonable to presume that the RM of ferromagnetic films

will change in proportion to the strain applied by the piezo-

electric substrate. The complete recovery of the magnetic an-

isotropy indicates that the polarization rotates back to the

original h111i direction (R-phase) on removal of E.

Figure 3 shows similar magnetic property measurements

for a MCFO thin film on PMN-29.5PT. Again, along

IPh001i, the magnetic domains became “harder” due to an E

induced compressive strain, whereas those along IPh110i
and OPh110i became “softer” due to tensile strains. Fig. 3(d)

shows the relationship between RM¼Mr/Ms and E. For

PMN-29.5PT, E can induce a R!O phase transition by

rotating the polarization from h111i to OPh110i. Therefore,

the remanent magnetization will experience an electric-field-

sensitive initial stage for 0<E< 5 kV/cm, due to the large

electromechanical coupling coefficient in the polarization

rotation process. The value of Mr/Ms will then become rela-

tively stable for E> 5.5 kV/cm due to a complete R!O

phase transformation. Moreover, a jump of the RM value in

the field range of 5<E< 5.5 kV/cm for all three directions

was trigged by approaching the threshold of the R!O phase

transformation.26

Figure 4 shows M-H loops for a MCFO film on PMN-

30PT under various fields. The value of Mr along IPh001i

FIG. 2. M-H loops of MCFO/PMN-

28PT along IPh001i (a), IPh110i (b),

and OPh110i (c) directions under dif-

ferent electric-field. (d) Mr/Ms ratio as

a function of applied electric-field.

FIG. 3. M-H loops of MCFO/PMN-

29.5PT along IPh001i (a), IPh110i (b),

and OPh110i (c) directions under dif-

ferent electric-field. (d) Mr/Ms ratio as

a function of applied electric-field.
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increased slowly at low fields, and then a dramatic increase

was found near 2 kV/cm due to the compressive strain

induced by the R!O transformation (Fig. 4(a)). At this

point, the PMN-30PT is in a stable mono-domain O state,

resulting in constant Mr and Ms values after removal of E.

Dramatic changes in the Mr values were also found along

IPh110i and OPh110i directions near 2 kV/cm. It is impor-

tant to emphasize that the field induced strains in PMN-30PT

are stable upon removal of E in the absence of another driv-

ing force. Overall, a stable field induced mono-domain O

state in the PMN-30PT substrates resulted in a non-volatile

converse ME effect in the MCFO films. Both reversible and

irreversible converse ME effects have been detected due to

the volatile and nonvolatile strains induced by electric-fields

applied across PMN-PT crystals with different compositions.

Next, we may ask how the magnetic anisotropy is affected

by the variable strain. The magnetic anisotropy energy (Eani)

in a ferromagnetic thin film can be expressed as

Uani ¼ Umc þ Uex þ Ushape þ Ustrain; (1)

where Umc is the magneto-crystalline anisotropy energy, Uex

is the magneto-exchange anisotropy energy, Ushape is the

magneto-static anisotropy energy, and Ustrain is the magneto-

elastic anisotropy energy.8 Umc and Uex are related to the

intrinsic crystal structure and specific distribution of the

magnetic domains in the thin films which are difficult to

manipulate, and which are beyond the scope of this paper.

On the contrary, Ustrain can be easily controlled for ferromag-

netic thin films on piezoelectric substrates by electric-field.

Figure 5(a) shows the anisotropy of Mr/Ms (i.e., RM) dis-

tribution of a MCFO thin film on PMN-28PT for different

electric-field conditions. First, the MCFO film had larger

remnant magnetizations along the directions diagonal to the

square crystal due to a large shape anisotropy that cannot be

controlled by E. Second, increased and decreased values of

Mr can be found along IPh001i and IPh110i directions,

respectively, after application of E¼ 10 kV/cm to the

PMN-PT substrates. Third, the values of Mr were similar for

MCFO/PMN-28PT heterostructure before and after applica-

tion of 10 kV/cm, indicating a complete recovery of the orig-

inal magnetic anisotropy condition after removal of E. These

results demonstrate a reversible rotation of the magnetic

easy axis from IPh110i to IPh001i by E. (Here, we only com-

pared the IPh110i and IPh001i directions but not the diago-

nal ones where the Mr could not be effectively turned by E.)

Fig. 5(b) shows the anisotropy of RM for a MCFO film on

PMN-29.5PT under different field conditions. Again, a re-

versible rotation of the magnetic easy axis from IPh110i to

IPh001i by E was observed. The value of RM along

the IPh001i at 10 kV/cm was 1.5 times larger than that at

0 kV/cm; whereas along the IPh110i, at 10 kV/cm, it is only

1/3 of the value that at 0 kV/cm. Fig. 5(c) shows the anisot-

ropy of RM for a MCFO film on PMN-30PT. Again, a

FIG. 4. M-H loops of MCFO/PMN-

30PT along IPh001i (a), IPh110i (b),

and OPh110i (c) directions under dif-

ferent electric-field. (d) Mr/Ms ratio as

a function of applied electric-field.

FIG. 5. Mr/Ms ratio distribution in the in-plane directions with different electric-field conditions for MCFO films on PMN-28PT, PMN-29.5PT, and

PMN-30PT.
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rotation of the magnetic easy axis from IPh110i to IPh001i
by E can be seen after application of 10 kV/cm to the

PMN-30PT substrate. The value of RM increased from 0.25

to 0.63 along IPh001i; whereas along IPh110i, it decreased

from 0.56 to 0.36 as E increased from 0 to 10 kV/cm.

Moreover, the field induced changes in Mr were preserved

upon removal of E, demonstrating an irreversible magnetic

easy axis rotation.

In summary, large reversible and irreversible field

induced strains in PMN-PT single crystal substrates have

been used to tune the magnetic anisotropy of epitaxial mag-

netic ferrite films. Thin films of MCFO on PMN-28PT and

PMN-29.5PT exhibited a volatile strain-mediated magnetic

anisotropy variation with an easy axis that changed from

being along h110i (in-plane) to h001i (in-plane) under

electric-field, which then recovered its original condition

upon removal of E. In contrast, MCFO films on PMN-30PT

exhibited a nonvolatile strain-mediated magnetic anisotropy

variation with a permanent easy axis change from h110i (in-

plane) to h100i (in-plane). These results clearly demonstrate

a strong coupling between ferroelectric and ferromagnetic

orders, and the volatile and nonvolatile magnetic anisotropy

tunabilities may provide additional approaches to magnetic

memory and spintronic applications.

This work was supported by U.S. Department of Energy

(DE-FG02-06ER46290).
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